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Lewin Twitter contained
sexual comments to fans
Established 1881

Public tweets included suggestive and explicit
language in response to video lecture viewers
By Austin Hess
Editor in Chief

Established 1881
Alexander c. Bost—The Tech

Christopher T. Omahan ’15 (L) and Andrew A. Busse ’15 (R) reach to block a
spike during MIT’s exhibition game vs. Fanshaw College this past Thursday. The
Engineers lost 3-1.

In Short

Pre-registration for spring
classes is due today at 5 p.m.
The current $50 late fee will increase to $85 if this deadline is
missed.
Quarter 3 PE Registration
begins Jan. 28 at 8 a.m. for
undergraduates. Get registration alerts by liking PE at www.
facebook.cm/mitpe.

Registration to reserve space
at Day One of the 2015 Institute Diversity Summit Day
One is open.Go to diversity.mit.
edu/diversity-summit-2015; to
register and view itinerary; activities will take place in Kresge
Auditorium and the Student
Center on Jan. 29.

Walter Lewin, the former
MIT professor with whom
the Institute severed ties last
month over a sexual harassment probe, appears to have
publicly tweeted sexually suggestive and explicit comments
to fans of his popular online
physics lecture videos.
The Twitter account @
walter_lewin, mentioned in a
2013 MIT physics department
tweet as belonging to the former professor, responded publicly to fans’ tweets in 2013 and
2014 but was deactivated in
December.
The Tech has communicated
with Lewin via one of several
email addresses he mentioned
on his Twitter account. In
his emails he defended some

Laboratory (CSAIL) and at the University of Cambridge in England will
compete in a multi-day cybersecurity hackathon, President Obama and
British Prime Minister David Cameron announced Friday.

The competition, dubbed “Cambridge v. Cambridge,” is expected to
motivate students at both institutions to develop a variety of efficient
and powerful cybersecurity technologies. According to a White House
press release, the competition’s purpose is “to enhance cybersecurity re-

Alumnus Samuel Tak Lee donates
$118 million for Institute research
Funds are to be primarily used to support MIT projects and
programs pertaining to real estate development and research
By Amy Wang
Staff Reporter

Samuel Tak Lee ’62 has made a
$118 million donation to MIT, one of
the largest in the Institute’s history, to
promote real estate entrepreneurship.
Lee, who majored in civil and environmental engineering, is currently a
real estate developer at Prudential Enterprise, which is based in Hong Kong
and grew into a multinational firm under Lee’s management.
In acknowledgement of Lee’s
contribution to MIT and its Department of Urban Studies and Planning,
Building 9’s official name will be the
Samuel Tak Lee Building. The building’s lobby and classrooms will also
be renovated.
The donation will be used to establish a real estate entrepreneurship lab,
which will be housed in MIT’s Department of Urban Studies and Planning

removing videos
isn’t necessary
Letter: MIT is
overreacting to
unrealistic concerns.
opinion, p. 2

and the Center for Real Estate. Funds
will also go toward a “Think Tank,” fellowships for people inside and outside MIT, and other programs.
Eric Grimson PhD ’80, who currently leads MIT’s official capital campaign, worked with Lee to make sure
his goals aligned with MIT’s interests.
Lee hopes to encourage a new generation of socially responsible real
estate development and is interested
in seeing an impact in places such as
China, so partnerships with various
institutions overseas are likely to be
established.
The lab will research strategies that
would allow entrepreneurs to achieve
their goals in ways that benefit communities by addressing the issues of
environmental impact, land rights,
ownership, and displacement.
With this gift, the lab’s professors and students hope to establish a
greater global presence by engaging

Test your brain
Challenge this week’s Techdoku. Fun,
p. 7

Bored? Join the tech!
No experience necessary. Email
join@tech.mit.edu to get started.

commented “That can be included if you want to.”
Lewin defended the tweet
via email: “I have an eccentric/
unusual sense of humor which
can easily be misinterpreted
(it’s not appreciated by all). If
someone writes ‘fuck’ which is
very common, I often turn that
into a joke.”
Later on June 16 he tweeted
her again using crude sexual
slang to apparently proposition
her for sex. Minutes later, with
no apparent response from the
recipient, he tweeted again to
ask if she was “chickening out.”
Lewin told The Tech he
couldn’t have written the
tweet as he did not know the
slang term in question, adding, “How on earth it ended
up in one of my tweets, it beats
Lewin, Page 4

MIT and University of Cambridge to face off in
“Cambridge v. Cambridge” hackathon

Researchers at MIT’s Computer
Established 1881
Science and Artificial Intelligence

Send news information and
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.

of the tweets but disavowed
others.
Most of the tweets on the
account were responses to fans
of his online video lectures who
had mentioned his @walter_
lewin account in their tweets.
Fans were frequently invited
to contact him at lewin@mit.
edu, but that address was later
suspended as a result of MIT’s
investigation. A tweet from December 2014 asked a fan to contact him through a non-MIT
personal email address.
But some of Lewin’s replies,
especially those to young women, included sexual comments.
On June 11, 2013, a female
user had mentioned his name
in a joking tweet, to which he
responded. But days later on
June 16, in response to her unrelated tweet to another user
saying simply “FUCK,” Lewin

with the public at large through MITx,
organizing fellowship programs that
would allow international scholars to
conduct research at MIT, and giving
MIT students opportunities to work in
other parts of the world.
According to Eran Ben-Joseph,
the head of the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning, an important
role of the lab will be to create more
case studies. Students and researchers will have more opportunities to go
on-site to discuss the political, economic, and geographic factors that
are involved in urban development
while seeing the situation firsthand.
“Lee’s interest in global impact fits
very well with what we already wanted
to do,” Ben-Joseph said. “We already
have thirty years of engagement in
China, and this gift gives us resources
to increase engagement with more
Donation, Page 4

search at the highest academic level
within both countries to bolster our
cyber defenses.”
In addition to demonstrating a
high degree of computer science and
Hackathon, Page 4

Stanford admission records
released to students
After filing requests under
the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA), several Stanford University students received usually private
details from their Stanford
student record.
The requests, which were
directed toward the Office of
Admissions, prompted the
school to release to the students admission details that
included numerical scores
based on essays and other
factors, as well as officers’
written thoughts. One student reported that they also
received a list of every time
their student ID was used to
unlock a card-access door.
Students who did not waive
their right to see letters of recommendation were able to
receive those as well.
The
students
were
prompted to request copies of
their academic records by an
anonymous Stanford publi-

cation, The Fountain Hopper,
which published instructions
online for filing a request under FERPA. That law, which
requires that students be given access to their educational
records, gives schools 45 days
to respond to requests.
“A smattering of these
kinds of requests” is common, Stanford University
spokesperson Lisa Lapin told
the New York Times. She acknowledged that the Fountain Hopper’s instructions
prompted an increase in
requests.
Some MIT students have
taken an interest in the news;
threads linking to the New
York Times article have been
posted on the Moira lists ecdiscuss and r-h-t. The thread
on r-h-t alluded to the privacy
concerns that might be raised
by card-access records being
kept indefinitely.

—William Navarre

MIT was right to
take down videos

Winter is (still)
coming

Editorial: MIT addressed
real safety concerns with
Lewin decision.
opinion, p. 2

Cold temperatures return after brief respite.
Weather, p. 6
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Who’s afraid of
Walter Lewin?
Those who fear relentless pursuit by
powerful men with troubling secrets
can now rest easier: Peter Fisher wants
to protect you. Last week, he explained
that MIT removed Walter Lewin’s famous
physics lectures from OpenCourseWare
and edX, not to teach a lesson, but to protect potential future victims from coming
into contact with the former professor.
Clearly, removing his MIT office, phone,
and email address would not suffice: after all, some determined but unsuspecting student might yet find a way to stalk
him down. No, to shield the populace
from Lewin’s possible predations, MIT
must do everything in its power to purge
all trace of his existence from the Earth

(at least for as long as he lives).
We can only assume that the investigators’ task has just begun. Up next,
MIT must erase any research materials

Those who fear
relentless pursuit by
powerful men with
troubling secrets can
now rest easier: Peter
Fisher wants to protect
you.
(such as journal articles) in its possession referencing Lewin’s academic work:
to paraphrase Fisher, other researchers might contact Lewin expecting a
scholar-to-scholar relationship and

getting something that is inappropriate.
But this is only a start. Even greater risks
attend copies hosted in other libraries
and online archives around the world —
especially of the insidious video lectures
— where MIT can offer no warning to
innocent viewers. By destroying only
the copies it can zap with the touch of a
button, MIT would fail its apparent commitment to preventing sexual harassment
always and everywhere.
If MIT’s courage in the name of hypothetical victims truly knows no bounds,
it could even take the most radical step
of all: to publish the essential findings of
its investigation, and thus better inform
people of the risks they take talking to a
stranger online. But perhaps this would
go too far.
Thomas Coffee is a Ph.D. candidate and
an alumnus of the Class of 2005.

Editorial

MIT was right to remove
Lewin’s videos
Taking down the lectures addressed real
harassment concerns

The outcry at MIT’s removal of Walter
Lewin’s popular online physics lectures
has been widespread, from online commenters to MIT professor Scott Aaronson.
MIT said it took down the videos to
avoid further advertising the former professor to new fans and online students,
who it said could contact him on their own
and potentially experience harassment.
But critics of the decision have questioned
whether these fears were realistic and
have even compared MIT’s actions to efforts by totalitarian states to limit access to
information.

the videos with far-fetched worries — it
seems that it addressed a real channel of
harassment.
While MIT rightly said it did not remove the videos to make an example out
of Lewin or make a political statement, its
actions still have significance beyond the
pragmatic goal of making it harder for fans
to contact Lewin.
The online lectures were the result of
MIT promoting Lewin on its own dime,
lending him a level of fame rarely afforded to professors and allowing him to
personally profit from sales of his book,

MIT should not be blamed for no longer actively
presenting someone who violated the trust of his
students as its representative on a global stage.
But in light of MIT’s own explanations
and The Tech’s reporting of inappropriate interactions between Lewin and his
fans on a public Twitter account, it is
clear that MIT’s actions were not only defensible but also necessary, and the sustained hand-wringing defense of Lewin by
some members of the MIT community is
disappointing.
Fans of the online lectures who simply
mentioned Lewin on Twitter were sometimes met with unsolicited sexual messages — and this was just what happened
on a public account. The MIT community
should not need to know the details of
the private harassment investigation to
believe Provost Martin A. Schmidt’s assessment that the “multiple examples” of
harassment constituted a serious offense
and that MIT wasn’t overreacting.
In short, MIT didn’t justify taking down

For the Love of Physics. Continuing to elevate someone who betrayed the trust of
students and the Institute as one of the beloved public faces of MIT would simply be
nonsensical.
Some have contended that Lewin’s lectures are so unique and valuable that the
cost of removing them is an unacceptable
blow to the world’s access to knowledge,
suggesting that MIT’s efforts are equivalent to “book burning.” Aaronson even
blogged, “I’d regard taking down the lectures as a tough call if Prof. Lewin had
gone on a murder spree.”
But the importance of Lewin’s videos
cannot be glibly distinguished from the
man or his transgressions. The popularity
of his lectures came not from any unique
information or insight — any physics professor at the Institute is qualified to teach
8.01 and 8.02 — but from a very personal

Corrections

enthusiasm for physics that made his explanations engrossing and accessible.
But being a great teacher requires not
only respect for the material, but also for
the students. While it comes as a disappointment to many at MIT that Lewin’s
private interactions and public persona
are at odds, MIT should not be blamed
for no longer actively presenting someone
who violated the trust of his students as its
representative on a global stage. There are
certainly many other professors at the Institute with the knowledge and charisma
to inspire the world with physics while
conducting themselves appropriately.
MIT understands the difference between popular videos of common material and Lewin’s unique contributions to
science, so the assertions that MIT is on a
slippery slope to erasing Lewin’s discoveries are an absurd conflation of the two.
Revoking an emeritus title is a serious and rare action — it would have been
easy to resolve the matter quietly, but MIT
should be commended for not allowing
its substantial investment in Lewin as its
public representative to derail its decision.
Nevertheless, the incident raises troubling questions that have yet to be answered: Did Lewin harass students or
others before his retirement or rise to
online fame? If so, how did he come to be
promoted as a public face of MIT without
anyone speaking up or raising concerns?
We may never know the answers to
these questions, but Lewin’s fall from
grace should serve as a reminder of the
importance of taking sexual misconduct
seriously and ensuring professional power
structures don’t protect those who mistreat others.

A photo caption last week misspelled the name of a recent
doctoral graduate and incorrectly reported his graduation year.
He is Benjamin J. Kaduk PhD ’12, not “Benjam J. Kaduk G.”
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by Jorge Cham

Saturday Stumper by Anna Stiga
Solution, page 5

ACROSS
1 Projects needing sets
6 Name that “Sounds like a
fish!” in a 1982 movie
10 Apollo 11 landed in one
14 Yucca cousin
15 Verbal nod
16 World’s most popular
transportation company
17 Person needing sets
19 Escapist vehicle?
20 Gillette introduction of 1979
21 Mag with a Street Chic
Daily web page
22 The UAW was founded
within it
23 Window-shade part
25 Surname of three siblings
who each wrote an 1847
novel
29 Clever move
31 Stretches, for example
32 Palm product
35 Ideally
36 Mineral mined in the
Mojave
37 Word in the etymology of
“admiral”
38 Taxing

40 Sculpture at St. Peter’s
41 Expresses discontent, in a
way
42 Great-aunt who takes in
David Copperfield
43 Has no use for
45 House __
46 Plans for the future
47 Reuben Award comic of
2004
54 Overused eBay adjective
55 Strikingly different
56 Wrongdoing
57 Voter in the news, 9/18/2014
58 Descriptor defined by the
National Institutes of Health
59 Remove for checking,
perhaps
60 Sources of some scratches
61 Valuables in certain Manila
envelopes
DOWN
1 Public persona
2 Daniel Radcliffe role in
2015’s Victor Frankenstein
3 Tibetan for “superior one”
4 They’re outstanding in their
fields

5 Commissions
6 Scene of the crime in A
Few Good Men
7 The Romans’ name for
Turkey
8 Place for a chin on a violin
9 Woodstock ‘99 poster
designer
10 A noticeable
improvement
11 Continuously
12 What the Lexington
Minuteman statue holds
13 Source of an ale’s fruity
flavor
18 Shipwreck divers’ mecca
24 Dated, for short
25 Martha Stewart makes
them with basil leaves
and homemade mayo
26 __ gear
27 Hubby in Funny Girl
28 Reminder starter
29 Respected elders
30 Regrettably
32 Ring, essentially
33 Frat initiation, e.g.
34 What a toolbox may hold
36 Less-than-elegant exit

39 It’s often seen between
here and there
40 Place to buy bowls and
beds
42 Badger
43 Was on
44 Basic cable channel
45 Ice Breakers alternative

48 A long while ago
49 A short while from now
50 Role-playing game costume
51 They’re formed for flattery
52 Extremely
53 The six single title
characters of a TV Land
series
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New Think Tank to Lewin criticizes MIT’s decision
allot research funds to remove his OCW materials
Advisory board to distribute funds
for various real estate programs
Donation, from Page 1
businesses, government establishments, and universities.”
The Department of Urban Studies and the Center for Real Estate
hopes to see the $118 million donation used across the Institute. An
advisory board composed of MIT’s
five schools will oversee the distribution of the funding, according to
Albert Saiz, the director of the MIT
Center for Real Estate. MIT affiliates
will be able to submit proposals to
the new Think Tank funded by the
donation in order to secure capital
for research that may be applicable
to real estate development.
Hackathon, from Page 1
engineering expertise, students
will need to successfully employ
high-caliber business and interpersonal skills in order to address
venture capitalists, confront the
demands of policymaking, and
write press releases concerning
their projects.
The leaders also announced a
bilateral agreement to establish
and fund a new Fullbright Cybersecurity Award, which will enable

“Real estate and urban planning
is very interdisciplinary to begin
with, so this donation already is incredibly well positioned to generate
opportunities across all fields,” Saiz
said. “We expect a wide range of departments to take advantage of the
Think Tank.” A non-exhaustive list
of fields mentioned that are applicable to real estate development includes architecture, economics, urban sociology, history, geography,
education, material science and
engineering, civil and environmental engineering, and anthropology.
The budget for the various programs to be implemented is still to
be determined.
achieving scholars from both
countries to conduct six months
of cybersecurity research.
“We are excited to partner
with the University of Cambridge
on this academic initiative with
our students,” Howard Shrobe,
principal research scientist at
CSAIL told the MIT News Office. “[We] hope that this will be
the first of many events aimed
at bringing together these two
institutions.”

—William Rodriguez

Do you live outside
the bubble?

Normal MIT
Students

Tell
us
your
story

Former prof. defends comments on social media
but suggests he didn’t write some tweets on account
Lewin, from Page 1
me.” He speculated that his account could have been hacked
but did not elaborate on the
assertion.
Lewin sometimes responded
to fans’ tweets unrelated to their
original mention of him. One of
his July 2013 tweets read: “My
publisher sent me a website with
all twitters who mention me.”
In some cases, it appears the
recipients of Lewin’s comments
attempted to ignore or block his
future tweets. A day after the June
16, 2013 exchange, he responded
to another user’s apparent confusion at the situation, complaining, “You and your friend made
your msgs ‘invisible’.”
And in April 2013, he tweeted
one woman “I hope you too lost
your virginity,” and then replied
five more times in three days,
though no responses from the
recipient were visible. One of his
replies: “Hi I also wrote on your
facebook wall. Great picture!”

In fact, he speculated about
the “virginity” of several users,
most of whom had tweeted in
amusement about a segment in
his online lectures where he refers to learning electromagnetic
equations by telling students, “As
far as 8.02 is concerned … you
have lost your virginity.”
Lewin wrote via email that his
responses were in reference to
that lecture.
To another user he said, “[W]
atch my lectures from bed — very
sexy!”
MIT Provost Martin A. Schmidt
PhD ’88 said he did not know
whether the @walter_lewin account belonged to Lewin. When
asked whether the tweets were
involved in MIT’s investigation,
Schmidt wrote: “The investigation
focussed on materials provided
by the complainant.”
MIT elaborated last week on
its decision to remove Lewin’s
online lectures, saying it wanted
to prevent “danger” to fans who
would contact Lewin “expecting

^
KEEP
CALM
AND

YOU

join@tech.mit.edu

a student-teacher relationship
and getting something that was
inappropriate,” according to MIT
Physics Department Head Peter
H. Fisher, who helped lead the investigation. Lewin said that MIT
also told him that the videos were
taken down to prevent viewers
from communicating with him.
Lewin called the removal of
the videos a “bad decision.”
“MIT has removed every website they control which mentions
the huge impact that my lectures
had (and still have) on the world
as a whole,” he wrote. “MIT wants
to rewrite/change history. To unperson me and to deny my large
impact on undergraduate teaching is a political move.”
He said of the videos, “It’s
only a matter of time (maybe a
few months) and all will be back.
Trust me,” but did not elaborate
as to how he expected that to
happen.
Lewin said he would consider
an in-person interview with The
Tech when “the dust has settled.”

JOIN
THE
TECH
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Join MITFCU in
January for IAP.
Get a jump start on your 2015 financial goals
by attending MITFCU Financial & Retirement
Services’ IAP seminars:

Social Security & Your Retirement:
January 21st | 12-1pm | 32-124
Understanding Medicare:
January 28th | 12-1pm | 32-155
Visit MIT’s IAP website to
learn more and register.

Call: 617-253-2845 | Click: mitfcu.org | Visit: Cambridge: 700 Technology Square (NE48); Student Center (W20-116)
Federally insured by NCUA

DEADLINE APPROACHING
National Collegiate Student Prize Competition
Submit your technology-based inventions in one of four categories:

The "Cure it!"

The "Drive it!"

The "Eat it!"

The "Use it!"

for healthcare

for transportation

for food & agriculture

for consumer devices & tools

Lemelson-MIT Student Prize

Lemelson-MIT Student Prize

Lemelson-MIT Student Prize

Lemelson-MIT Student Prize

Open to teams of undergraduate students and individual graduate students nationwide

Apply by: January 30, 2015

Winners in each category receive:

$15K to a graduate student!

lemelson.mit.edu

$10K to undergraduate teams!
Solution to Saturday
Stumper

Are you dying to tell someone
your latest ephiphany?
Write about it!
Join Campus Life @ The Tech!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

Solution to Sudoku I
from page 7

from page 3

7
1
2
5
9
3
8
6
4

3
8
5
4
6
2
7
9
1

6
4
9
1
8
7
3
5
2

1
2
4
6
5
8
9
3
7

8
6
7
9
3
1
4
2
5

9
5
3
7
2
4
6
1
8

Solution to Sudoku II

Solution to Techdoku I
from page 7

from page 7

5
7
8
3
1
9
2
4
6

2
3
6
8
4
5
1
7
9

4
9
1
2
7
6
5
8
3

3
2
7
6
1
5
9
4
8

5
6
1
9
4
8
7
3
2

9
8
4
2
3
7
5
6
1

6
4
9
8
2
3
1
5
7

7
5
3
1
9
4
2
8
6

8
1
2
5
7
6
3
9
4

2
9
8
4
5
1
6
7
3

4
3
5
7
6
2
8
1
9

1
7
6
3
8
9
4
2
5

5
6
4
3
1
2

3
4
2
1
5
6

6
1
5
4
2
3

2
3
1
6
4
5

1
2
6
5
3
4

Solution to Techdoku II
from page 7

4
5
3
2
6
1

3
5
4
6
1
2

5
1
6
2
3
4

2
4
3
5
6
1

1
3
2
4
5
6

6
2
1
3
4
5

4
6
5
1
2
3

WeatherWeatherWeatherWeatherWeatherWeatherWeather

Tuesday, January 20, 2015

By Casey Hilgenbrink
STAFF METEorologist

Cambridge experienced a
much-welcomed respite from
the cold this holiday weekend
thanks to southerly winds
ahead of an approaching low
pressure system. On Sunday, temperatures reached
a balmy 51°F (10.5°C) at Boston’s Logan Airport — that’s
16°F (9°C) above average for
that day!
Today, temperatures are
noticeably cooler as a cold
high pressure system begins
to build into our region —
expect a high temperature of
about 33°F (1°C) this after-

noon. A somewhat gusty west
wind will make it feel even
colder — expect wind chills
in the teens and low twenties — so be sure to bundle
up when you head outside!
The high pressure continues to dominate our weather
on Wednesday, making for a
mostly sunny day with highs
in the low 30s°F (0°C), but a
coastal low pressure system
passing to well our southeast
brings with it the chance of
some light snow on Wednesday night and Thursday. Otherwise, expect the cold to continue for the remainder of the
week with high temperatures
in the low 30s°F (0°C).

60
°W

65
°W

70
°W

75
°W

80
°W

85
°W

90
°W

After brief warmup, cold
temperatures return

12
5°
W
12
0°
W
11
5°
W
11
0°
W
10
5°
W
10
0°
W
95
°W

Weather
13
0°
W

WeatherWeatherWeather
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40°N

1020

1016

35°N
1034

30°N

1015

25°N

1013

Extended Forecast
Today: Sunny, with high of 33°F (1°C). West wind at 10-15
mph, with gusts as high as 25 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy, with a low of 19°F (-7°C). West wind
around 10 mph, gusting up to 20 mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, with a high of around 32°F (0°C).
Northwest wind around 5 mph becoming north by afternoon.
Thursday: Partly sunny, with a high in the low 30s°F (0°C).
Slight chance of snow.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a high in the low 30s°F (-1°C).

vs

Join The Tech!

vs

sports@tech.mit.edu

Situation for Noon Eastern Time, Tuesday, January 20, 2015
Weather Systems

Weather Fronts

High Pressure
Low Pressure
Hurricane

Trough
Warm Front
Cold Front
Stationary Front

Precipitation Symbols
Snow

Showers
Light
Moderate
Heavy

Rain

Other Symbols
Fog
Thunderstorm
Haze
Compiled by MIT
Meteorology Staff
and The Tech

Have a burning
desire to see these
teams battle it out?
In person?!

vs

vs
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Techdoku I

Solution, page 5

Solution, page 5

3
1 8
1 8 4 2 6
7
9
4
9
6 8 5
2 1 4
1
5
2
5
2 1 4 7 8
5 8
9
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Sudoku II

18×

6×

20×

4

300×

2÷

6×

3

8×

120×

30×

2

72×

3

1

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Techdoku II

Solution, page 5

5

120×

Solution, page 5

7

2

2
9

1 4 9
2
5
8 1
7
1
3
5
8
8
4 6
7
1
3 6 8
6
2
1
6
9
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

19+

144×

1

24×

6÷

1−

180×

2

20×

12×

2

1

6×

4

30×

3

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

[1473] Location Sharing

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun

Sudoku I

Our phones must have great angular momentum sensors because the compasses really suck.
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